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ABSTRACT

Single Sign-On (SSO) protocols like OAuth 2.0 and OpenID Connect
1.0 are cornerstones of modern web security, and have received
much academic attention. Users sign in at a trusted Identity Provider
(IdP) that subsequently allows many Service Providers (SPs) to ver-
ify the users’ identities. Previous research concentrated on the
standardized — called textbook SSO in this paper — authentication
flows, which rely on HTTP redirects to transfer identity tokens
between the SP and IdP. However, modern web applications like sin-
gle page apps may not be able to execute the textbook flow because
they lose the local state in case of HTTP redirects. By using novel
browser technologies, such as postMessage, developers designed
and implemented SSO protocols that were neither documented nor
analyzed thoroughly. We call them dual-window SSO flows.

In this paper, we provide the first comprehensive evaluation of
dual-window SSO flows. In particular, we focus on the In-Browser
Communication (InBC) used to exchange authentication tokens
between SPs and IdPs in iframes and popups. We automate our anal-
ysis by developing Distinct— a tool that dynamically analyzes the
JavaScript code executing as part of the SSO flow. Distinct trans-
lates the flow into a sequence diagram depicting all communicating
entities and their exchanged messages, highlights insecure commu-
nication channels, and quantifies novel threats in dual-window SSO
flows. We found that 56% of the SPs in the Tranco top 1k list sup-
port dual-window SSO. Surprisingly, 28% of the SPs implemented
dual-window SSO without using official SDKs, leading to identity
theft and XSS in 31% of these self-implemented SPs.
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Figure 1: Textbook vs. Dual-Window SSO Authentication

Flows. Textbook SSO uses standardized HTTP-redirect-based

communication to transfer the token within the login re-

sponse from the IdP to the SP. In contrast, dual-window SSO

uses iframe and popup flows which rely on In-Browser Com-

munication (InBC) techniques like postMessage to exchange

tokens between distinct windows.

1 INTRODUCTION

Textbook Single Sign-On. Single Sign-On (SSO) is a frequently
used and widely prevalent user authentication scheme for websites.
In 2022, David G. Balash et al. [8] showed that 86% of their recruited
participants used Google’s SSO service on at least one website.
Roughly every fourth website in the Tranco top 1k list implements
SSO to authenticate users with Apple, Facebook, and Google (cf.
§6). For starting the authentication, a user clicks on the sign-in
button on a Service Provider (SP) website (cf. Figure 1). Then, the SP
switches the user’s browser to the Identity Provider (IdP) and sends
the login request. The user logs in on the IdP and provides consent
that the IdP may share personal data with the SP. Finally, the IdP
switches the user’s browser back to the SP with the login response,
which contains SSO tokens that are used for the authentication.
In the textbook SSO flow, as defined in the OAuth 2.0 (OAuth) and
OpenID Connect 1.0 (OIDC) specifications [24, 58], login requests
and login responses are technically HTTP redirects. The security of
this type of token exchange is well studied and already addressed
by the security community [3, 5, 13, 37, 38, 39, 45, 71, 76] and
standardization bodies [40, 41, 78]. However, we show that more
than half of the websites with SSO deviate from these specifications
and are, thereby, not covered by previous work.

https://doi.org/10.1145/3548606.3560692
https://doi.org/10.1145/3548606.3560692
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0/
hhttps://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0/
hhttps://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0/
https://doi.org/10.1145/3548606.3560692
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Dual-Window Single Sign-On. Web applications are in a con-
stant shift towards a more app-like experience. For instance, single
page apps (SPAs) like Reddit change their local state (including the
URL address bar) without ever reloading the browser’s primary win-
dow. In these cases, textbook SSO [24, 58], which relies on HTTP
redirects, is no longer viable. Thereby, website developers must
execute the SSO flows in iframes or popups (cf. Figure 1). The major
challenge of such flows is the token transfer from the IdP’s popup
/ iframe to the SP’s primary window. Therefore, web applications
use several In-Browser Communication (InBC) techniques, such
as postMessage and Channel Messsaging. We call such flows dual-
window SSO flows if they use InBC instead of HTTP communication.
In this paper, we focus on the security of these techniques in the
context of SSO. We investigate the token exchange, which is the
most crucial part of the SSO authentication flow. If the token leaks
to an attacker, an account takeover is possible.

Monitoring In-Browser Communication. InBC does not gen-
erate any HTTP traffic. Thus, security analysts cannot use HTTP
proxies like OWASP ZAP [55] to monitor and analyze this com-
munication. There are tools, such as PMForce [64] or Burpsuite’s
DOMinvader [56], which use dynamic code execution to detect
misconfigurations on the receiving side of postMessage communica-
tions. In this paper, we concentrate on the analysis of the sending
side and consider further InBC techniques beyond postMessage (cf.
§3.3). For this purpose, we developed a novel tool for the dynamic
code analysis in web browsers: Distinct can record and analyze
InBCs between all windows involved in the SSO flow.

Security of In-Browser Communication. Cross-origin InBC
techniques allow windows of different origins to exchange mes-
sages. It provides a controlled relaxation of the Same Origin Pol-
icy (SOP), which protects a website from being accessed by an-
other cross-origin site. The best-known InBC technique is post-
Message [51]. When utilized in SSO protocols, postMessage enables
the cross-origin communication between the SP and IdP — entirely
without HTTP redirects. Like any authentication protocol that ex-
changes tokens, SSO sets rigorous security requirements. Although
postMessage provides security checks to meet these demands, for
instance, the confidentiality and authenticity of messages, these
checks are optional and developers must implement them manu-
ally. Prior work [23, 52, 63, 64, 66] has revealed that the lack of a
“security by default” approach is a substantial problem on websites,
resulting in Cross-Site Scripting (XSS) and information leaks. If
message confidentiality is not guaranteed in SSO, token leakages
leading to identity theft are the most prominent threats.

Research Questions. Recent research studied the security of
InBC [52, 64]. It focuses on how to protect the recipient against
malicious data injection. We extend this work in two dimensions.
First, we study the security of InBC in the context of user authenti-
cation through SSO, which automatically makes the actual content
of InBC messages security-relevant. Second, we focus on the protec-
tion of the sender in InBCs, which has not received much academic
attention yet. Thereby, we answer the following research questions:

(1) How are dual-window SSO flows implemented?
(2) How can we analyze dual-window SSO flows automatically?
(3) How many websites implement dual-window SSO?
(4) How secure are dual-window SSO implementations?

RQ1: Systematization of InBCs in Dual-Window SSO. In
§3, we highlight the differences between textbook SSO and dual-
window SSO. We systematically describe four SSO flows depending
on the window’s type (iframe vs. popup) and the InBC techniques
(i.e., postMessage, JS Navigate). Finally, we systematize 9 different
techniques used for the in-browser token exchange. To the best of
our knowledge, we are the first providing such an in-depth analysis.

RQ2: Analyzing Methodology. Previous research elaborated
on techniques to analyze textbook SSO with automated HTTP
traffic inspection [37, 45, 57, 62, 76]. Since InBCs do not cause any
HTTP traffic, these approaches reach their limits. We fill this gap in
§5 by presenting the open-source tool Distinct. We use dynamic
code inspection similar to Steffens et al. [64], but in contrast to
them, we also monitor the sending side. We further inspect eight
additional same-origin and cross-origin InBC techniques, where
postMessage is only one particular but significant case. Distinct
visualizes and automatically analyzes the complex SSO login flow,
highlights insecure InBCs, and generates exploits.

RQ3: Dual-Window SSO in the Wild. Our objective is to
detect, analyze, contextualize, and evaluate InBCs in SSO. We use
Distinct to evaluate five widely deployed SSO JavaScript SDKs and
the SSO implementations on the Tranco top 1k websites, of which
27% support SSO. The size of this test set is comparable to recent
research on SSO (cf. §6). We show that 56% of the SSO-supporting
websites use InBCs. This distribution proves the significant gap in
prior work. Our results are summarized in Table 2.

RQ4: Security Evaluation. Security vulnerabilities in SSO im-
plementations can have severe consequences, up to a complete
impersonation of the victim at an SP. Based on the security analysis
of the different dual-window SSO flows in §4, we created a require-
ments catalog covering security checks which need to be fulfilled
for InBCs. In our evaluation (§7), we differentiate between SPs using
official SDKs and SPs implementing SSO manually. As expected, we
do not find any security issues in the SDK-based usage. However,
we discover vulnerabilities in 31% of the websites that manually
implement the InBC in their SSO flows. These vulnerabilities range
from privacy disclosures to token theft resulting in unauthorized
access and account takeover. We summarize our findings in Table 3.

Contributions. We make the following contributions:
▶ We are the first to systematize dual-window SSO flows in

OAuth and OIDC. They deviate from the textbook SSO spec-
ification, rely on InBC instead of HTTP redirects, and were
not thoroughly studied in previous research (§3).

▶ We show howweb security threats affect the security of dual-
window SSO, and we introduce attacks on dual-window SSO
that have not yet been in the SSO community’s focus (§4).

▶ We present Distinct, the first open-source1 tool that de-
tects and analyzes InBCs in SSO automatically. On top, Dis-
tinct can automatically identify vulnerable flows and pro-
vide proof of concept exploits and sequence diagrams that
depict the communicating entities (§5).

▶ We evaluate the Tranco top 1k websites and present the land-
scape of implemented SSO flows. Our investigation reveals
that 56% of the SPs deploy dual-window SSO (§6).

1Distinct’s source code is available on https://github.com/RUB-NDS/DISTINCT. We
also provide a website running a public demo on https://distinct-sso.com.

https://github.com/RUB-NDS/DISTINCT
https://distinct-sso.com
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▶ We discover vulnerabilities in 24 high-rankingwebsites, such
as alibaba.com, aliexpress.com, and nytimes.com, and inves-
tigate the security of five popular SSO SDKs (§7).

Responsible Disclosure. We conducted a coordinated disclo-
sure of the identified vulnerabilities to the respective website oper-
ators and helped in fixing them.

2 BACKGROUND: TEXTBOOK SSO FLOWS

The term SSO commonly refers to textbook SSO flows specified
in [24, 58], which use HTTP-based communication techniques. In
particular, textbook SSO flows are characterized by a login flow
that (1) uses URL Redirects to exchange messages between the IdP
and SP, and (2) is entirely executed within a single window, the
primary window (see Figure 1). The SP sends the login request to
the IdP, which returns the login response back to the SP via the
user’s browser if the user provides consent. The login response
contains sensitive tokens (e.g., code, id_token, access_token) which
authenticate the user on the SP.

HTTP-based Communication Techniques. The general pur-
pose of SSO is to transfer the user’s authentication on the IdP back
to the SP. Its underlying challenge is to use a communication tech-
nique that allows transferring SSO messages from one website to a
different one. In textbook SSO, the transfer is implemented using a
URL Redirect from the IdP to the SP, along with dedicated parame-
ters (e.g., code or id_token). For instance, URL Redirects can directly
change the window’s location through server-initiated redirects
(e.g., HTTP/302) or using HTML (e.g., via <meta> or <form>). Although
the origin of the redirect’s initiator and its receiver may differ, so
that redirects can transfer SSO messages cross-origin, this tech-
nique only works in the same window object. As such, it is used in
the textbook SSO’s primary window. Another popular HTTP-based
communication technique is CORS, which is however not used in
the textbook SSO flow.

3 DUAL-WINDOW SINGLE SIGN-ON FLOWS

In this section, we are the first to describe the dual-window SSO
flows. These flows have essential differences compared to the text-
book flows, resulting in severe impacts for SSO security and privacy.
We found these flows in many modern web applications like SPAs,
which do not want to lose control of the primary window by redi-
recting the user to its IdP. With dual-window SSO, developers can
use popups or iframes to hold control of the primary window dur-
ing the login process. We asked ourselves how these dual-window
flows work, as they require rigorous changes to the standardized
communication techniques. For instance, URL Redirects used by
textbook SSO are no longer feasible, as they cannot communicate
across multiple windows. To the best of our knowledge, we are the
first to provide a systematic study of dual-window SSO flows like
the popup flow (§3.1) and iframe flow (§3.2).

Textbook vs. Dual-Window SSO. The textbook protocol flow
has been the primary target in previous works. Researchers and
penetration testers identified several security issues in its imple-
mentations [3, 5, 11, 16, 17, 34, 35, 36, 37, 39, 42, 45, 61, 68, 70, 71, 73,
75, 76] and specifications [13, 15, 25, 44, 53], ranging from simple re-
play attacks to complex authentication bypasses. Therefore, they in-
spected the HTTP traffic. Instead, we found that dual-window SSO

Paper Technology Scope IFrame /
Popup

Actively
Used1

Autom.
PoC

Threat
Model

Analysis Methodology

[23] FBC, GFC IdP ✓/ ✗ ✗ ✗ WA Manual source code analy-
sis, reverse engineering

[71] FBC IdP ✗/ ✓ ✗ ✗ WA Manual analysis of Flash-
based InBC

[14] BrowserID IdP &
SP

✓/ ✓ ✗ ✗ WA+ Formal model, manual pro-
tocol analysis

[12] SPRESSO IdP &
SP

✓/ ✓ ✗ ✗ WA+ New SSO protocol, formal
model

[19] OAuth,
OIDC

IdP ✓/ ✗ ✓ ✗ JS Ex. Manual evaluation of post-
Message prevalence in SSO

This
Paper

OAuth,
OIDC

IdP &
SP

✓/ ✓ ✓ ✓ WA Automated capturing, anal-
ysis, visualization, and ex-
ploitation of InBCs

1 Custom or obsolete SSO protocols are considered as not actively used.
FBC: Facebook Connect GFC: Google Friend Connect
WA: Standard Web Attacker Model [1] WA+: Extended Web Attacker Model
JS Ex.: Requires untrusted JavaScript execution

Table 1: Prior work on SSO protocols relying on InBC. In this

paper, we (1) investigate SP implementations of dual-window

SSO, (2) introduce the iframe flow with user interaction and

two popup flows that are based on OAuth and OIDC, and (3)

open-source a tool that automatically captures, analyzes, and

exploits InBCs in dual-window SSO.

uses In-Browser Communication (InBC) techniques to exchange
SSO messages between two windows, for example, the primary
window and a login popup. These messages are not visible in the
HTTP traffic and thus, were missed in their analyses. Our study
complements these works by highlighting the risks of using InBCs
in dual-window web SSO.

Initial Studies on Dual-Window SSO. Beyond textbook SSO,
there have been initial studies on SSO protocols executed in iframes
and popups [12, 14, 19, 23, 71]. Table 1 shows an overview of them.
We provide a more thorough comparison to related works in §8.
To summarize, our work differs in (1) considering state-of-the-art
technologies; (2) additionally investigating custom SP implementa-
tions; (3) introducing new flows that have not yet been in the SSO
community’s focus; (4) presuming the web attacker with low ex-
ploit requirements; and (5) automatically analyzing and exploiting
InBCs in dual-window SSO.

3.1 Popup-Based Single Sign-On Flows

Figure 1 depicts the popup flow. The primary window opens the
IdP’s popup once the user starts the login on the SP’s website.
The user authenticates on the IdP and consents the SP’s access
permission to resources. Then, the popup flow terminates and the
popup receives the login response from the IdP. Since the user
wants to authenticate to the SP, which runs in the primary window,
the popup must return the established authentication. This return
relies on InBC between the popup and primary window. In practice,
there are two variants to perform the InBC in the popup flow.

(1) Direct Popup Flow: The IdP uses InBC to directly communi-
cate with the SP, returning the login response from the popup to
the primary window. This variant does not require the SP to act as
a relay within the popup. Expired specification drafts [26, 30, 74]
already describe this flow on an abstract level.

(2) Relayed Popup Flow: The IdP uses a URL Redirect, which is
based on HTTP communication, inside the popup to return the

alibaba.com
aliexpress.com
nytimes.com
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login response to the SP. Then, the SP loaded in the popup forwards
the login response from the popup back to the primary window
using InBC. This flow is neither standardized nor has been the
subject of any prior research.

3.2 IFrame-Based Single Sign-On Flows

Figure 1 depicts the iframe flow. It works similar to its popup equiv-
alent, but it is executed within an iframe rather than a popup.
Therefore, the login request is opened within an iframe embedded
on the SP’s website. The user optionally authenticates and consents
within the iframe, without ever leaving the website running in the
primary window. Finally, the iframe communicates with its parent
frame to return the login response. The iframe-based flow can sig-
nificantly improve the login experience on websites. We distinguish
between two variants, each offering a different login experience.

(1) Seamless IFrame Flow: If the user is logged in at the IdP and
has granted consent, for instance, an account on the SP, the iframe
flow can provide a seamless login experience. When the iframe
receives a login request, the IdP silently authenticates the user and
immediately returns the login response to the SP (i.e., B2 in Figure 1
is skipped). In this case, the SP can make the iframe invisible such
that the user profits from a seamless, automatic sign-in.

(2) Interactive IFrame Flow: If either the authentication at the
IdP or the consent is missing, the user needs to interact with the
IdP’s iframe, i.e., click the consent button. The required user in-
teraction with the iframe has a significant downside. It enables UI
redressing and clickjacking attacks [24, §4.4.1.9], in which attackers
trick victims into interacting with the iframe without noticing it,
for instance, to obtain consent and tokens by fraud. The community
knows about these attacks and mitigates them with countermea-
sures like X-Frame-Options or the frame-anchestors CSP [40, § 4.15].
These countermeasures are disruptive because they prohibit the
consent page from being embedded. However, we found that the
Intersection Observer v2 API2 [65] allows an embedded iframe
to enforce its integrity and mitigate clickjacking risks in a non-
destructive way. The iframe’s JavaScript code can query the API
and check whether it is utterly unoccluded by other content. If the
API returns a positive indicator, it guarantees the iframe’s unob-
structed visibility to the user.

3.3 In-Browser Communication Techniques

Dual-window SSO uses InBC techniques like postMessage and in-
browser storage containers to transfer and store authentication
tokens. Various InBC techniques have been in the scope of different
research [4, 79], which we used as a starting point for our analysis.
We extend, systematize, and describe all InBC methods that can be
used to transfer authentication tokens.

Terminology.
(1) The initiator starts the communication. This is any window

object3 in the DOM, like the primary window, an iframe, or a popup.
The initiator’s security context is bound to its origin4 (protocol,
domain, port). In SSO, this is either the IdP’s or SP’s origin.

2The Intersection Observer v2 API is available in Chromium-based browsers, like Edge
≥v79, Chrome ≥v74, and Opera ≥v62 (https://caniuse.com/intersectionobserver-v2).
3https://html.spec.whatwg.org/multipage/window-object.html
4https://html.spec.whatwg.org/multipage/origin.html

(2) The receiver is the communication partner of the initiator.
Similarly, it can be any window object. The receiver’s security context
is likewise bound to its origin. It can either have the same origin as
the initiator’s origin, or it can have a different one, which we call
the cross-origin case.

(3) InBCs between an initiator and receiver use a dedicated tech-
nique. Commonly used techniques are postMessage, Channel Mess-
saging, JS Direct Access, JS Storage, and JS Navigate via the location’s
fragment. The choice of a technique affects the communication’s
security, and they can work for same-origin or cross-origin com-
munications. Cross-origin InBC techniques are exciting for SSO
since the IdP wants to send tokens to authenticate the user on the
cross-origin SP. Same-origin InBC techniques can be used only if
the initiator and the receiver share the same origin. It is notable
that all cross-origin techniques also work in the same-origin case.

(4) Techniques imply transferring an In-Browser Message (InBM)
from the initiator to the receiver. In the context of SSO, the IdPs and
SPs commonly exchange tokens. In this paper, we concentrate on
InBMs that must be kept secure and prevented from being received
by malicious actors, for instance, tokens and user data.

Security-Relevant InBC Techniques. InBC techniques must
fulfill two requirements to be security-relevant: (1) The InBC tech-
nique must work for cross-origin communications. For example,
the attacker’s website resides on a different origin than the attacked
site (cf. §4.1). Note that if a website uses same-origin InBC tech-
niques, the SOP inherently prevents other, potentially malicious
origins from sending and receiving InBMs. Thereby, we consider all
same-origin InBC techniques secure. (2) The InBC technique must
be capable of sending InBMs containing data like strings or objects.
Otherwise, an attacker can neither receive confidential InBMs like
authentication tokens nor send maliciously crafted InBMs to vul-
nerable sinks. Two InBC techniques — Cross-Origin Web Messaging
and JS Navigate — fulfill both requirements to be relevant for the
security of dual-window SSO.

(1) Cross-Origin Web Messaging: We found that two JavaScript
methods can be grouped into this technique. It includes the post-
Message API [51] and Channel Messsaging API [47]. These APIs
were designed for cross-origin communications between two win-
dows. An initiator can send a postMessage to a receiver by call-
ing the postMessage(message, receiverOrigin) method that each
window provides. The receiver can listen on the "message" event to
retrieve the InBM. Channel Messsaging works similarly. By invok-
ing new MessageChannel(), the initiator creates a channel with two
entangled ports. One port is transferred to the receiver (e.g., using
postMessage) and thus provides a two-way communication channel.

(2) JS Navigate: This technique allows the initiator to navigate
the receiver to an arbitrary URL using JavaScript. In particular,
the SOP allows cross-origin write access to the window.location

property [50]. By setting the window.location property, InBMs can
be attached to the URL using query or fragment parameters. In
contrast to URL Redirects, browsers can use JavaScript to navigate
different window objects (e.g., popups and iframes), making it appli-
cable for dual-window SSO flows. Additionally, JS Navigate behaves
special if it only changes the fragment of the URL. In that case, the
receiver window does not reload but is notified about a change in
its fragment with the "hashchange" event.

https://caniuse.com/intersectionobserver-v2
https://html.spec.whatwg.org/multipage/window-object.html
https://html.spec.whatwg.org/multipage/origin.html
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Safe InBC Techniques. The cross-origin JS Properties tech-
nique allows the initiator to query certain DOM properties of the
receiver. For instance, the SOP allows cross-origin read access to the
frames.length and window.closed properties [27, 29, 67]. In light
of same-origin techniques, we identified Same-Origin Web Messag-
ing, which incorporates the Broadcast Messaging API [46] and JS
Custom Events [48]. Both APIs work similar to postMessage but for
same-origin communications only. With JS Direct Access, (1) the
receiver can expose a JavaScript callback function that the initia-
tor invokes, or (2) the initiator can set properties in the receiver’s
DOM. By using JS Storage, the initiator can store InBMs in storage
containers like localStorage, sessionStorage, IndexedDB, and cook-
ies, and the receiver can retrieve them. JS Reload lets the initiator
tell the receiver to reload its page, i.e., using its location.reload()
function.

4 SECURITY IN DUAL-WINDOW SSO

Wepresent the new attack surface that dual-window SSO introduces
on top of the textbook security considerations [40, 41]. Therefore,
we use our study of dual-window SSO flows in §3 as a basis.

4.1 Threat Model

We rely on the web attacker model proposed by Akhawe, Barth,
Lam, Mitchell, and Song [1]. In the following, we reveal an abstract
overview of the web attacker’s capabilities, approach, and goals.

Web Attacker. The attacker hosts a malicious website, for ex-
ample, attacker.com, and can lure the victim to visit it. In con-
trast to previous research [19, 20, 21], the attacker cannot execute
JavaScript on the attacked website, for instance, sp.com. We further
exclude software or hardware deficiencies, and we assume standard-
conform, non-compromised web browsers and secure TLS.

Victim. The victim uses SSO to authenticate on an honest SP’s
website (i.e., sp.com). We assume that the victim is logged in at the
IdP (i.e., idp.com) and provided consent, i.e., allowed the IdP to share
personal data with the honest SP. Thus, the SSO authentication
takes place seamlessly and without any user interactions. To that
end, the attacks introduced in this section do not require the victim
to interact with the IdP or SP.

Approach and Goals. We assume the SSO flow to use InBC
techniques to exchange InBMs between the SP and IdP. The attacker
first embeds an SP’s or IdP’s endpoint into the malicious website,
either via iframes or popups. The victim loads the malicious web-
site, which exploits insufficient security checks of InBCs to (1) send
messages, breaking the message authenticity, or (2) receive messages,
breaking the message confidentiality. For example, attacker.com
communicates with sp.com or idp.com. We consider an attack suc-
cessful if the malicious website can receive a security-relevant SSO
message. Similarly, the attack succeeds if the malicious site can
send such an SSO message that is accepted by the receiver.

4.2 Security of InBC Techniques

Security of Cross-OriginWebMessaging. PostMessage and Chan-
nel Messsaging are the most convenient techniques for cross-origin
InBC and particularly designed by browsers for this purpose. Both
APIs can exchange arbitrary InBMs, which may include confidential
data like tokens.

(1) PostMessage: While postMessage allows the enforcement of
confidentiality and authenticity of InBMs, these guarantees are
not provided by default. To achieve confidentiality, for instance,
preventing other origins from receiving the postMessage, the initia-
tor must explicitly set the receiver’s origin in the postMessage call
(receiver origin check):
receiverWindow.postMessage(InBM, "https://receiver.com")

To ensure authenticity, for instance, assuring that the received post-
Message was actually sent by the expected initiator, the receiver
must explicitly verify the initiator’s origin in the postMessage han-
dler (initiator origin check):
receiverWindow.onmessage = (InBM) => {

if (InBM.origin !== "https://initiator.com") return
}

(2) Channel Messsaging: The initiator creates a new channel
with two entangled ports and transfers one port via postMessage
to the receiver. All InBMs sent to or received from the channel
are confidential and authentic because only the two origins in
possession of a port may communicate via the channel. Thus, the
security of the Channel Messsaging API relies on the confidentiality
and authenticity of the postMessage that transfers the port.

Security of JS Navigate. The SOP allows each window to set
the window.location property of other cross-origin windows. For
example, the initiator may set the receiver’s location as follows:
receiverWindow.location = "https://receiver.com/recv?InBM#InBM"

The InBM can be included within the URL’s query or fragment. The
receiver extracts the InBM by reading its window.location property.
The URL specified by the initiator inherently guarantees confiden-
tiality because the InBM is explicitly sent to receiver.com. However,
the receiver cannot determine and thus verify the initiator setting
the location property, which breaks the InBM’s authenticity. In
practice, well-known Cross-Site Request Forgery (CSRF) protection
mechanism like CSRF tokens compensate this loss of authenticity.
Their concept is simple yet effective: (1) The initiator and receiver
share a common secret.5 (2) Whenever the initiator sets the re-
ceiver’s location, it includes the secret in the InBM. (3) The receiver
extracts the secret from the InBM and validates it. If the validation
succeeds, the receiver can reason that the InBM was actually sent
by the trusted initiator.

4.3 Attacks in Dual-Window Single Sign-On

We identified three attacks in dual-window SSO that have not yet
been in the SSO community’s focus. The first two attacks target the
confidentiality; the third targets the authenticity of SSO messages.

Security-Relevant SSO Messages. The most crucial message
during the SSO login process is the login response. It contains
confidential tokens granting access to the victim’s identity and
resources. Hence, its confidentiality must be protected such that
it may only be received by the authorized SP, which issued the
related login request and received the victim’s consent. Similarly,
only the IdP that received the login request is allowed to issue the
related login response to the SP. In summary, the attacker aims to
(1) receive a login response from a flow that the victim started on
the SP, and (2) send a maliciously crafted login response to the SP.
5In SSO, the state query parameter [24, § 10.12] serves as a secret that is shared
between the IdP and SP to ensure that location writes are authentic.
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Attack Impact: Loss of Confidentiality.
(1) Token Leak (TL): If authentication tokens leak to the attacker,

identity theft, account takeovers, and unprivileged resource ac-
cesses are possible. Depending on the token redemption’s stealthi-
ness, the victim may not notice the attacker’s account access.

(2) Privacy Leak (PL): If private data leaks to the attacker, the
victim’s identity may be revealed. Likewise, other user-identifiable
information like the victim’s email, address, and profile picture
may leak. We consider token leaks enabling account takeovers as
inherent privacy leaks.

Attack Impact: Loss of Authenticity.
(1) Cross-Site Account Signin (XSAS): The victim is logged into

the attacker’s account, allowing the attacker to track the victim’s
activities. For example, if the victim uploads a file, it is uploaded
into the attacker’s account, and the attacker may retrieve it.

(2) Cross-Site Account Linking (XSAL): The victim is already
logged in on the SP’s website with credentials (i.e., username and
password). Later, the victim decides to connect the account on the
SP to an IdP. If the attacker sends a malicious login response, the
victim’s account on the SP is linked to the attacker’s account on
the IdP. The victim can still use the credentials to log into the SP.
On top, the attacker can use the SP’s SSO service to log into the
victim’s account (i.e., account takeover).

(3) DOM-based Cross-Site Scripting (DOM-XSS): The SP processes
the login responsewithin JavaScript sinks that enable DOM-XSS [33],
like eval() and innerHTML. The attacker sends a malicious login re-
sponse to exploit the sinks and gain DOM-XSS on the SP.

Attack 1: Wildcard Receiver Attack (WRA). Figure 2 depicts
a malicious website exploiting the WRA to receive a login response.
The attack works as follows: The victim visits the malicious website,
which imitates the SP on which the victim has an account with SSO.
The malicious site starts the SSO login flow that is normally started
by the SP. Therefore, the attacker sends the SP’s login request to
the IdP or to the SP, which forwards it to the IdP. Both parties
successfully verify that the given origin, which should receive the
login response (i.e., sp.com), is authentic and trusted. Thus, the IdP
generates the login response, which is returned to the malicious
website. We distinguish between two cases:

(1) Direct Communication: The IdP directly returns the login
response to the primary window. However, the IdP fails to protect
its confidentiality, as Cross-Origin Web Messaging is used insecurely
in this context. The postMessage wildcard "*" allows all origins to
receive the login response. Hence, the IdP leaks the login response,
which likely contains tokens or privacy-sensitive data, to the at-
tacker’s site. Direct communications are used by both iframe flows
and the direct popup flow.

(2) Relayed Communication: In this case, the IdP first uses a
URL Redirect to return the login response to the SP running within
the popup. Second, the SP uses insecure InBC to return the login
response from the popup to the primary window. Thus, the SP leaks
the login response to the attacker’s site. Relayed communication is
used exclusively in the relayed popup flow.

Attack 2: Malicious Receiver Attack (MRA). Figure 2 illus-
trates the MRA, which is closely related to the WRA but with an
additional twist. The InBC techniques postMessage and JS Navigate
are used securely, as they explicitly include the receiver’s origin
to protect the confidentiality. However, the trustworthiness of the
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Figure 2: Attacks in Dual-Window Single Sign-On. In the

Wildcard Receiver Attack (WRA), the receiver’s origin of the

login response is not specified. In the Malicious Receiver At-
tack (MRA), the receiver’s origin of the login response is not

properly validated. Thus, authentication tokens may leak. In

theMalicious Initiator Attack (MIA), the SP does not validate

the initiator’s origin of the login response. Thus, malicious

sites may inject a malicious login response or JavaScript code.

receiver’s origin is not or not properly validated by the SP or IdP.
Thus, the attacker replaces the SP’s origin (sp.com) with the mali-
cious origin (attacker.com). The login response is finally sent to the
non-verified origin attacker.com, running in the primary window.

Attack 3: Malicious Initiator Attack (MIA). Figure 2 shows
the MIA. The attacker’s website imitates the IdP to send a login
response to the SP. In the MIA, the SP does not or not properly ver-
ify the authenticity of the login response. Best practices to counter
the attack is to perform a string comparison on the initiator’s ori-
gin, for example, to verify InBM.origin ==? "https://idp.com" in
postMessage. Examples of vulnerable checks include comparisons
with overly lax regular expressions or string comparison methods
such as startsWith and includes. Our attacks assume the attacker
to have an account on the IdP and to execute the SSO flow on
the SP. Thus, the attacker receives a “malicious” login response
from the IdP. If the victim visits the malicious site, the attacker
sends the malicious login response to the SP which unleashes the
following impact: (1) The SP uses the login response to log the
victim into the attacker’s account (cf. XSAS, §4.3). (2) If the victim
is already logged in on the SP, the SP links the victim’s account to
the attacker’s account on the IdP (cf. XSAL, §4.3). (3) The SP passes
the login response into dangerous JavaScript sinks like eval. The
attacker adapts the login response to exploit the sink and gain XSS
on the SP (cf. DOM-XSS, §4.3).
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sp.com
attacker.com
attacker.com
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Figure 3: Distinct’s Design and Architecture. The Chrome

extension (Live-Monitor) sends all InBC techniques with

their InBMs in reports to the backend (Communication-

Inspector), which post-processes them and, inter alia, out-

puts a sequence diagram highlighting threats.

5 DISTINCT: DYNAMIC IN-BROWSER SINGLE

SIGN-ON TRACER INSPECTING NOVEL

COMMUNICATION TECHNIQUES

Prior research assessed SSO implementations by analyzing the
HTTP traffic. This approach misses crucial SSO messages sent via
InBC techniques at runtime. We are the first filling this gap by
providing Distinct as an open-source contribution to SSO imple-
menters, researchers, and pentesters, raising awareness for the se-
curity pitfalls of dual-window SSO. Distinct automates the (1) cap-
turing, (2) detection, (3) visualization, (4) security analysis, and
(5) exploitation of dual-window SSO flows with InBCs.

5.1 Design and Architecture

Distinct is designed to monitor and analyze the InBC techniques
sending InBMs across windows at runtime. Therefore, Distinct
executes two components: Live-Monitor and Communication-
Inspector (see Figure 3).

Components. (1) Live-Monitor is a Chrome extension that
runs in the context of all browser windows (i.e., primary windows,
iframes, and popups), injects a monitoring script into each page,
and gets access to the entire site, including its DOM and all APIs.
Live-Monitor transfers the collected runtime data in reports to
a backend, the Communication-Inspector. For instance, a re-
port contains detailed information about a specific postMessage
that is sent or URL that is assigned to a window’s location.href.
(2) Communication-Inspector is a Python backend that gath-
ers, stores, inspects, and visualizes the reports generated by Live-
Monitor. Therefore, it serves an API and a web application. The
API first receives the reports from Live-Monitor, and then triggers
their post-processing. During the post-processing,Communication-
Inspector automatically performs the flow visualization, security
analysis, and exploitation. The web application is Distinct’s pri-
mary control interface allowing analysts to start a new analysis
and inspect the results in a searchable table and sequence diagram.

Workflow. We designed Distinct as a containerized Docker
application that is straightforward to install and operate via a single
web interface. Distinct can be optionally preconfigured with cre-
dentials for the IdPs to automate their authentication and consent
prompts. To start a new analysis of an SSO flow on a target web-
site, the analyst has to manually submit its URL in Distinct’s web
interface. Then, the web interface shows the Chromium browser,

which is connected via NoVNC6. The browser automatically loads
Live-Monitor and navigates to the targeted website. Next, the
analyst has to manually locate and click the website’s SSO login
button to start the SSO authentication flow. If the IdP’s creden-
tials were preconfigured, the authentication and consent step on
the IdP is automated. Otherwise, the analyst has to manually au-
thenticate on the IdP and click the consent button. During the
entire login flow, Live-Monitor automatically reports all InBCs to
the Communication-Inspector, which starts the automated post-
processing. Finally, the analyst can manually inspect the analysis
results in the web interface. It displays the login flow’s sequence di-
agram showing the detected security threats. If threats are detected,
the analyst can trigger the automated exploitation, manually verify
its success, and perform minor changes if necessary.

Analysis Approaches. To analyze SSO-related InBMs, we need
to detect the invocations of APIs that are used by the InBC tech-
niques in JavaScript. Therefore, we examined the static and dynamic
JavaScript analysis approaches.

Static analysis investigates the JavaScript code before the browser
executes it. Although this is a reasonable approach in numerous
instances, it has its downsides: (1) We cannot determine the script’s
execution time and order. (2) We cannot detect the window in
which the script is executed. (3) JavaScript minification and obfus-
cation complicates the analysis. These reasons impede the SSO flow
reconstruction so we decided to use a dynamic analysis.

Dynamic analysis monitors the code executing at runtime to
detect API calls. As a side effect, the runtime analysis solves chal-
lenges induced by JavaScript minification and obfuscation. It also
provides inherent information about the time of code execution,
and we can determine the window that runs it. Thus, we consider
the dynamic analysis as a robust approach for capturing the API
calls of InBC techniques in their execution time and window.

5.2 Live-Monitor

Live-Monitor performs an automatic runtime analysis to answer
the following questions: (1) Which textbook or dual-window SSO
flow is started? (2) Does the SP use an SDK or manual implementa-
tion? (3) How are the InBC techniques used?

Automated Flow Detection. Live-Monitor detects SSO mes-
sages like the login request and login response based on known
recognition patterns from [43]. For instance, if it observes a re-
quest to accounts.google.com that contains well-known SSO pa-
rameters [24, 58] like client_id, it marks this request as the login
request and sets the flow’s IdP to Google. Similarly, it detects a
login response if it contains well-known tokens [24, 58] like code,
access_token, or id_token. For the first time, Live-Monitor rec-
ognizes dual-window SSO flows by mapping the SSO messages to
their windows, iframes, and popups. Thereby, Live-Monitor can
automatically discern textbook flows from dual-window flows.

Automated SDKDetection. To automatically detect SSO SDKs,
we extended Live-Monitor with new recognition patterns since
they were not covered in [43]. For this purpose, we executed the
SSO logins with the SDKs once, analyzed the messages, and ex-
tracted recognition patterns for each SDK. We noticed that the

6 NoVNC allows us to display the graphical desktop of a remote computer in a web
interface. More information is available on https://novnc.com.

accounts.google.com
https://novnc.com
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SDKs’ login requests involved SDK-specific parameters in addition
to the well-known SSO parameters, for instance, frame_id (Apple),
channel_url (Facebook), and ux_mode (Google). We implemented
them as rules to detect whether a website uses an SSO SDK.

Automated InBC Detection. Live-Monitor can identity a
window’s hierarchy with a recursive algorithm. Without this hier-
archy, it would not be able to track the InBCs between iframes and
popups. We express a window’s hierarchy as its relation to the pri-
mary window. For example, top.frames[1].popups[0] denotes the
first popup opened by the primary window’s second iframe. Based
on our preliminary studies in §3.3, we need a systematic approach
capable to (1) automatically detect the usage of InBC techniques
throughout the login flow, and (2) determine their related InBMs,
for instance, the exchanged data. The challenge is the engineering
and implementation of reliable InBC observers. We identified six
main approaches for monitoring: Passive Monitoring, Event Listener,
Getter & Setter, Value / Function Wrapper, Proxies, and Prototypes.
Live-Monitor modifies JavaScript objects, functions, and APIs
to capture variable values and messages within the browser. As a
result, it can automatically determine InBCs and extract their ini-
tiators, receivers, and messages. As an example, we provide further
insights on how we monitored postMessage in the following.

Automated PostMessage Detection. Live-Monitor detects
the postMessage receivers similar to Meiser et al. [52] and Steffens et
al. [64]. For instance, it hooks the addEventListener() function on
each window andwraps postMessages in JavaScript Proxy objects [49]
to track accesses on their properties. Thus, Live-Monitor detects
and traces the initiator origin checks via the postMessages’ origin
property, and reports all property accesses to the Communication-
Inspector. The detection of postMessage initiators was more chal-
lenging since no dynamic, in-browser detection systems have been
implemented yet. Live-Monitor similarly hooks the postMessage()
function on each window to get access to its arguments, for in-
stance, the receiver origin check. However, these hooks override the
browser’s native postMessage function such that the postMessage
receiver loses access to its initiator. To restore this connection, Live-
Monitor sets a breakpoint on the receiver and uses the Chrome
DevTools protocol [7] to run debugging actions automatically. If a
postMessage hits the breakpoint on the receiver, the debugger auto-
matically attaches and steps back to the initiator in the execution
trace. Once there, it sets the original origin and source properties of
the postMessage to restore the reference to the initiator. To the best
of our knowledge, this approach detects all postMessage initiators.
In theory, receivers could identify proxied postMessages by check-
ing its inheritance from the MessageEvent interface. In practice, we
could not find any receivers implementing this check.

5.3 Communication-Inspector

The Communication-Inspector implements: (1) the automated
threat detection, (2) the automated flow visualization & threat high-
lighting, and (3) the automated Proof of Concept (PoC) generation.

Automated Threat Detection. The threat detection engine
that is built into the Communication-Inspector has access to
the entire database of InBCs and InBMs. It operates passively on
that database and avoids the modification of communications to

not interfere with the complex session dependencies in SSO. We
implemented three threat detection approaches:

(1) Wildcard Receiver Patterns: The postMessage wildcard "*"

is harmful as information leaks to the attacker. Since we store all
postMessage calls with their arguments in the database, we can high-
light all leaky postMessages that are using the "*". For instance, the
third report in the sequence diagram (cf. Figure 4) uses the wildcard
origin leaking the user’s email, and it is marked accordingly.

(2) Initiator Verification Patterns: The origin property of a post-
Message provides a reliable pattern to detect vulnerable initiator ori-
gin checks. Live-Monitor tracks all accesses to this property dur-
ing runtime and provides them to the Communication-Inspector
for further analyses. Prior work [52, 63, 64] performed in-depth
assessments of the postMessage initiator verification, so we could
safely adopt their origin-related patterns: If the origin is not ac-
cessed, no check is performed at all. Invocations of deficient or
error-prone string functions on the origin are also a reliable pat-
tern. For instance, startsWith(), endsWith(), indexOf(), includes(),
match(), and search() are best known to be used in insecure initia-
tor origin checks, which we mark accordingly. Based on Terjanq’s
XSS-challenge [69], we implemented a verification pattern to iden-
tify the vulnerable window.origin check, which has not been consid-
ered in the context of SSO before. In addition to prior work [52, 63,
64], we consider JS Navigate. Since it does not provide a mechanism
to verify its initiator, we mark all of them as potentially forgeable.

(3) Bottom-Up Analysis: If no wildcards are used, it is difficult
to determine if the attacker can manipulate the receiver’s origin.
To solve this problem, we implemented a bottom-up analysis into
the Communication-Inspector. We start the analysis with the
receiver’s origin specified in the postMessage or JS Navigate. Then,
we search backward in our database for user-manipulable parame-
ters that match this origin, and we highlight all occurrences. The
analyst manually tests whether an active manipulation of the de-
tected parameter influences the receiver’s origin in the postMessage
or JS Navigate. In that case, the parameter is not accurately vali-
dated. Thus, the MRA is possible. Figure 4 shows an example of
the bottom-up analysis. The postMessage’s receiver origin is found
to be also included in the login request’s origin query parameter.
The IdP must validate the login request and only allow origins that
are whitelisted by the SP.

Automated FlowVisualization. Distinct’s Communication-
Inspector automatically generates sequence diagrams to visualize
the dual-window SSO flows. In addition, it highlights security-
relevant messages and recognized threats. Figure 4 depicts a se-
quence diagram of a popup flow. First, the SP in the primarywindow
registers an event listener, which safely validates the initiators of
received InBMs. Second, the SP opens a popup, navigates to the IdP,
and sends the login request. Third, the IdP sends two postMessages
back to the SP before it closes the popup: (1) The first postMessage
contains the user’s email but does not set a receiver origin. Thus, it
is susceptible to the WRA enabling a privacy leak. (2) The second
postMessage contains an authentication token and sets its receiver
origin to the SP’s origin. The bottom-up analysis reveals that the
postMessage’s receiver origin matches the login request’s origin
parameter. The analyst must manually verify whether an active
manipulation of this parameter is reflected in the postMessage’s
receiver origin.
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Confirmed or potential threats are highlighted.

Automated PoC Generation. We implemented an automated
PoC exploitation engine into the Communication-Inspector. The
engine relies on Distinct’s database and threat detection engine. It
automatically builds, outputs, and deploys a PoC website as HTML
file with inline JavaScript. We provide exemplary PoCs exploiting
our vulnerable test service in the demo running on distinct-sso.com.

For exploiting WRA and MRA, the PoC website simulates the
SP, initiates the SSO flow, and, if the attack is successful, receives
the login response that the IdP issued for the SP. Therefore, the
engine proceeds as follows: (1) It determines the window in which
the login request is sent. (2) It identifies the initial URL that is first
opened in this window. This step compensates any redirections
executed before the login request is sent to the IdP. (3) The PoC
website opens / embeds the initial URL in a popup / iframe, starting
the SSO flow. (4) To fully simulate the SP, the PoC site sends all
captured InBMs to the popup / iframe that were formerly sent by
the SP to them. In some cases, this is required to trigger the token
issuance. (5) The PoC website receives the login response in its
registered receiver if its confidentiality is broken.

For exploitingMIA, the PoCwebsite simulates the IdP, embeds or
opens the SP’s login page, and sends the login response to the SP. If
the attack is successful, the SP starts processing the login response.
Therefore, the engine proceeds as follows: (1) It determines all
active receivers and the windows in which they are registered. (2) It
embeds or opens the receivers’ windows in iframes or popups. (3) It
sends all InBMs to the receivers’ windows that were sent by the
former initiators to them. (4) If the receivers fail to verify their
authenticity, they start to process the InBMs.

5.4 Limitations

Automated Vulnerability Exploitation. Distinct can exploit
the WRA. However, the exploitation of the MRA and MIA is lim-
ited and may require adjustments on the PoC. Steffens et al. [64]
unveiled the significant engineering to automatically exploit inse-
cure receivers for XSS. For us, the SP’s non-uniform parameters
and session dependencies add another layer of complexity. Their
automated detection and active testing is open for future research.

Automated Vulnerability Verification. Not every insecure
usage of InBC leads to account takeover or other vulnerabilities.
Thus, Distinct implements patterns to filter security-relevant mes-
sages, but experts must manually verify the results. During our
research, we determined that SPs use many custom parameters to
exchange encoded tokens or user data. It is hard to determine if an
insecurely exchanged InBM contains security-relevant data.

SSO Login Automation. We manually clicked the SSO buttons
on the SPs for reliability and technical reasons. We still evaluated
two strategies to fully-automate the logins: (1) extend Distinct to
automatically find and execute SSO logins, or (2) take advantage of
prior works. Previous works have been able to conduct large-scale
web and SSO security studies post-authentication [9, 17, 28, 54, 61,
76]. They all required significant engineering to achieve an unsatis-
factory detection rate, which by far surpasses the scope and focus
of this paper. We failed to find a tool that can serve our require-
ments: (1) open-source availability, (2) support for state-of-the-art
SSO logins in today’s landscape, and (3) support for sign-ins with
Apple, Google, and Facebook. [17, 54, 61] only detect SSO logins,
but do not execute them. [28, 76] only support Facebook, while [9]
additionally supports Google. However, [9, 17, 28] are not publicly
available, and our contact attempts were unsuccessful. Overall, non-
maintained tools (i.e., [76] was last updated 7 years ago) cannot
execute SSO as it’s found in today’s, fast-paced SSO landscape. That
said, a generic open-source framework for automated logins with
state-of-the-art SSO is desirable and left for future work.

Improve Code Coverage. Although Distinct’s dynamic anal-
ysis suites well for our empirical evaluation (cf. §4), it may not
cover all execution paths of a website. For instance, certain user
interactions with the SP may invoke vulnerable API calls, which
Distinct cannot detect if they are not executed. Distinct can only
report on the code that is executed in the SSO flow.

Further Identity Providers. We focused on the top three IdPs
and found that their SDKs are secure (cf. §4). However, there are
numerous other IdPs on the Internet. Whether they provide offi-
cial SDKs and whether they are as secure as Apple’s, Facebook’s,
and Google’s SDKs is left open. Distinct might also be useful for
companies that deploy their own IdP with dual-window SSO flows.

6 EVALUATION: DUAL-WINDOW SINGLE

SIGN-ON LANDSCAPE

In this section, we present the distribution of dual-window SSO in
the wild. We split our landscape analysis into two parts: (1) buttons
starting the textbook or dual-window SSO flows, and (2) websites
supporting textbook or dual-window SSO flows.

Methodology. In 2021, Morkonda et al. [54] showed that Apple,
Facebook, and Google are the three most predominantly supported
IdPs on the Alexa Top 500. Thus, we focused on these three IdPs. We
studied their implementation guidelines and SSO SDKs [2, 10, 18] to
determine the flows they support. To select a representative list of
SPs, we used the top 1k domains in the Tranco list7 [32]. Compared
to related work [17, 39, 54, 70, 75], the number of analyzed websites
in this paper is similar or larger. For each website, we started
an analysis run in Distinct’s web interface (cf. “Workflow” in
§5.1). We manually clicked on the SSO buttons of each website.

7Generated on 22 July 2021. Available at https://tranco-list.eu/list/ZGXG.

distinct-sso.com
https://tranco-list.eu/list/ZGXG
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Meanwhile, Live-Monitor automatically traced the login flows.
Live-Monitor’s automated flow and SDK detection finally reveals
implementation details regarding the SSO landscape, which we
summarize in Table 2.

SSO Detection Rate. The false positive rate (FPR) for Live-
Monitor’s SSO and SDK detection is 0%, respectively the true
positive rate (TPR) is 100%. Since we manually clicked on the SSO
buttons on all 1k websites, we confirmed that Live-Monitor cor-
rectly identified and classified all textbook and dual-window SSO
flows. Since the login request is uniquely detectable, this accuracy is
reasonable. However, we noticed that Google published a new SDK
during Distinct’s development. Thus, we extended Live-Monitor
with a new recognition pattern to detect it.

6.1 Part 1: Buttons starting SSO Flows

We used Distinct’s Live-Monitor to count the number of SSO
buttons on the Tranco top 1k websites (see part 1 in Table 2). Note
that there is not a one-to-one connection between websites and
buttons. For example, a single website can include multiple SSO
buttons, each using a different IdP or flow. We identified a total of
683 SSO buttons: 414 buttons started dual-window flows (61%); 269
buttons started textbook flows (39%).

Manual Integrations. All IdPs provide public SSO APIs for
manual SSO integrations. These APIs allow websites to implement
the textbook flow or relayed popup flow, which use URL Redirects
to return the login response to the SP in the primary window or
popup, respectively. For example, we found 57 buttons starting
the textbook flow with Apple manually. Interestingly, 153 buttons
started the relayed popup flow. However, SDKs do not support this
flow, thus, it is always implemented manually.

SDKs. Apple and Facebook each provide a single SDK: Sign
in with Apple (SiwA) and Facebook Login (FLg). Google offers
three SDKs: Sign in with Google (SiwG), Google Sign-In (GSI),
and Google One Tap (GOT). Unsurprisingly, buttons provided by
Google SDKs are the most prevalent (3 + 114 + 74 = 191). SiwA

starts the direct popup flow if its “use popup” option is set. This was
the case for 18 buttons on the Tranco top 1k websites. Otherwise,
it initiates the textbook flow, for which we found 12 buttons. FLg
starts the direct popup flow if the user has to authenticate or con-
sent. Otherwise, it issues a CORS request to fetch tokens from the
backend. We identified 53 FLg buttons across the landscape. SiwG

is the successor of GSI and starts the textbook or direct popup
flow, based on the “ux mode” option. We found only 3 buttons pro-
vided by this SDK, which is the by far least distributed SDK in our
landscape. GSI is the predecessor of SiwG and now discontin-
ued as legacy SDK, but as we show, still the most distributed SDK.
If GSI requires user interaction, it starts the direct popup flow.
Otherwise, it launches the seamless iframe flow to automatically
log the user into the SP. If GSI is in its seamless configuration,
the user must not explicitly click a button — thus, no button is dis-
played. However, we still consider this as a “simulated” click, which
the SDK automatically performs. This example illustrates how a
single SDK on one website can start multiple flows, depending on
the given circumstances. GOT initiates the seamless iframe flow,
unless the user has not yet consented. Similar to GSI, GOT only
“simulates” the button click in its seamless variant. To the best of

our knowledge, GOT is the first SDK implementing the interactive
iframe flow with the Intersection Observer v2 API (cf. §3.2). As for
non-supported browsers, GOT falls back to the popup flow.

6.2 Part 2: Websites with SSO Flows

We wanted to break down the counting of buttons in the left part
of Table 2 to the number of websites. Out of the Tranco top 1k, we
identified 273 websites providing SSO logins with at least one of the
three IdPs. For the first time, Table 2 proves that dual-window SSO
exceeds textbook SSO nowadays. From 273 websites, 153 implement
dual-window SSO (56%), surpassing textbook SSO implemented by
134 websites. This distribution elucidates that previous research
focusing on textbook SSO implementations missed crucial InBCs
and InBMs in 56% of the most popular websites with SSO. Notably,
every second website with dual-window SSO uses manual integra-
tions (77 of 153, 50%). This insight strengthens the significance of
our research targeting the security of dual-window SSO.

Manual Integrations. Table 2 suggests that more than twice as
many websites prefer manual SSO integrations over SDKs. Manual
integrations primarily use textbook SSO on 127 websites. Yet, 77
sites manually integrate dual-window SSO with the relayed popup
flow. Interestingly, previous works did entirely miss this flow, leav-
ing a considerable gap in the security research on SSO. We prove
the threat as we discover severe vulnerabilities in this flow (see §7).

SDKs. Table 2 proves that websites primarily use SDKs to run
dual-window flows (92). Only 13 websites use SDKs configured to
run the textbook flow. We found that the direct popup flow (76) and
seamless iframe flow (77) are equally distributed. Yet, 37 websites
implement the seamless iframe flow with GOT.

7 EVALUATION: DUAL-WINDOW SINGLE

SIGN-ON SECURITY

We used Distinct to conduct a security analysis on the Tranco
top 1k SSO landscape. Our results show that 31% of websites with
manual integrations of dual-window SSO fail to implement InBCs
securely. Even worse, we could confirm account takeovers, severe
privacy leaks, and XSS on prominent websites like alibaba.com,
aliexpress.com, and nytimes.com.

Methodology. In our landscape analysis, we executed and
traced the dual-window SSO flows on 153 distinct websites by click-
ing on 414 buttons (cf. Table 2). For our security analysis, we man-
ually investigated the sequence diagrams of these flows to confirm
the detected threats. In specific, we used the Communication-
Inspector’s security indicators as a starting point for our analyses.
For the WRA, an indicator refers to a leaky InBM. We have to man-
ually confirm whether the InBM carries tokens or private data that
are relevant for an attacker. For the MRA, an indicator denotes a
parameter that we have to test actively. For the MIA, an indicator
references a receiver that does not properly validate the authenticity
of InBMs. If the Communication-Inspector detects an indicator,
we trigger the automatic PoC generation and deployment. In the
victim’s browser, we manually verify whether the PoC could re-
ceive the leaky InBM or successfully send an InBM to a vulnerable
receiver. In some cases, we had to manually make minor changes to
the PoC like changing specific parameters or choosing a particular
domain name for the web server.

alibaba.com
aliexpress.com
nytimes.com
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Part 1: Buttons starting SSO Flows Part 2: Websites with SSO Flows

Manual SDK (websites can have multiple buttons)
   SiwA FLg SiwG GSI GOT

∑
Manual SDK Manual or SDK

� Textbook SSO 57 90 109 12 ✗ 1 ✗ ✗ 269 ≥1x � 127 13 134

6
D
u
a
l
-
W

i
n
d
o
w

S
S
O

Popup Flow
Relayed 30 59 64 ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ 153 77 ✗ 77
Direct ✗ ✗ ✗ 18 53 2 57 0 130 ✗ 76 76

IFrame Flow
Seamless ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ 57* 37* 94 ✗ 77 77
Interactive ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ 37 37 ✗ 37 37∑

30 59 64 18 53 2 114 74 414 ≥1x 6 77 92 153

�+6 87 149 173 30 53 3 114 74 683 � or 6 200 97 273

Table 2: The dual-window SSO Landscape. In sum, 273 of the Tranco top 1k websites (27%) support SSO logins. We manually

started 683 SSO flows on 273 websites and traced the entire authentication with Distinct. Distinct found that 153 of 273

websites (56%) implement at least one dual-window
6

SSO flow, superseding the textbook
�

distribution (134 sites). Moreover,

twice as many websites prefer manual integrations over the use of SDKs. We mark flows that are not supported by IdPs as not

applicable (✗). Otherwise, we denote the number of buttons (part 1) or websites (part 2) that use this flow.
*
The seamless iframe

flow does not require the user to click the button but instead automatically “simulates” the click.

Vulnerability (§4.3) Impact (§4.3) Redeem Automatic Manual Responsible
Rank SP IdP SSOaaS WRA MRA MIA TL PL XSAS XSAL XSS Token PoC Verify Disclosure

51 nytimes.com  g – ✓

102 aliexpress.com g – ✓

141 aparat.com  – ➠

156 cnet.com g CBS ✓

167 alibaba.com g – ✓

206 npr.org  g Janrain ✓

246 independent.co.uk  GIGYA ✓

247 roblox.com g GIGYA ✓

265 latimes.com  g – ➠

317 cbsnews.com g CBS ✓

327 marriott.com g GIGYA ✓

330 digg.com  – ➠

364 ups.com  g GIGYA ✓

366 coursera.org  – ✓

463 cbc.ca  g LoginRadius ✓

479 zdnet.com g CBS ✓

643 mirror.co.uk g LoginRadius ✓

685 notion.so  – ✓

697 ria.ru  g – ➠

801 seekingalpha.com  – ➠

812 ozon.ru  – ✓

824 express.co.uk g LoginRadius ✓

971 vnexpress.net  g – ➠

997 technologyreview.com g – ✓∑
24 44 11 12 12 6 19 23 5 3 2 17|2|5 10|14 24

: Vulnerable. : Exploitation successful. : Exploitation requires minor changes. ✓: Vulnerability fixed.
: Not vulnerable. : Exploitation failed. ✓: Vulnerability acknowledged.
: Not applicable. : Exploitation not applicable. ➠: No response received until today.

Table 3: The dual-window SSO Security Evaluation. We found that 24 of 77 websites (31%) with manual dual-window SSO

integrations are vulnerable to the Wildcard Receiver Attack (WRA), Malicious Receiver Attack (MRA), and Malicious Initiator

Attack (MIA). The great majority of them (23) fail to protect the confidentiality of InBMs, resulting in Token Leaks (TLs) and

Privacy Leaks (PLs) with confirmed account takeovers on 17 sites. Yet, 6 sites fail to verify the authenticity of InBMs, enabling

Cross-Site Account Signin (XSAS), Cross-Site Account Linking (XSAL), and XSS in 5, 3, and 2 cases, respectively.

nytimes.com
aliexpress.com
aparat.com
cnet.com
alibaba.com
npr.org
independent.co.uk
roblox.com
latimes.com
cbsnews.com
marriott.com
digg.com
ups.com
coursera.org
cbc.ca
zdnet.com
mirror.co.uk
notion.so
ria.ru
seekingalpha.com
ozon.ru
express.co.uk
vnexpress.net
technologyreview.com
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7.1 Insecurity of Manual Integrations

In Table 3, we summarize the vulnerabilities in the SSO landscape.
We found 49 of 77 websites (64%) with manual integrations of dual-
window SSO using a security-relevant InBC technique. Remarkably,
almost every second site (24 of 49, 49%) failed to implement them
securely. The remaining 28 sites (36%) used safe, same-origin InBCs.
Notably, 11 websites suffered from flaws in 4 SSO as a Service
(SSOaaS) providers. They offer an intermediate brokerage service
between the SPs and IdPs. In such cases, the SPs and IdPs are
relaying the login requests and login responses through the broker.
One advantage is that SPs can support multiple IdPs even though
they implement only one broker. We manually verified each issue
and found that in 10 cases, the automatic PoC works out of the
box. The remaining PoCs required minor adjustments, which we
summarize in this section. Further, we could redeem the leaked
tokens on 17 sites, confirming account takeovers. We reported all
vulnerabilities as part of our responsible disclosure process and see
them being acknowledged, fixed, and thankfully rewarded.

Wildcard Receiver Attack. Surprisingly, 12 websites sent to-
kens or private data in postMessages without specifying a receiver
origin. Prominent examples were alibaba.com, aliexpress.com, and
latimes.com. Leaked data commonly included the user’s id, name,
email, and profile picture (i.e., coursera.org, ria.ru, seekingalpha.
com). We found digg.com leaking a user’s profile information,
such as subscriptions. On notion.so, Google’s entire login response
was leaked. Others like alibaba.com, aliexpress.com, aparat.com,
ozon.ru, and vnexpress.net leaked opaque bearer authentication
tokens. Surprisingly, technologyreview.com leaked a “state key”
and latimes.com leaked a “signon token”, which we were unable to
redeem. The automated PoC could trivially exploit the WRA on 11
of 12 websites. Our investigations on aliexpress.com revealed that
the URL starting SSO contained a boolean reload parameter. If set
to true, the token was sent in a secure JS Navigate to the token re-
demption endpoint. If set to false, a postMessage was leaked which
however only contained an irrelevant URL and not the token. For
leaking the token, we had to manually apply JavaScript-encoding
to the reload=false parameter in the PoC.

Malicious Receiver Attack. A total of 12 websites failed to
verify the receiver’s origin. For instance, if the login popup of
alibaba.com received a “ping”message via postMessage, it responded
to its unverified initiator with a postMessage containing the token.
The ria.ru site was similarly affected, but instead of an authentica-
tion token, the user’s profile data and a CSRF token were leaked.
In both cases, the PoC worked out of the box as it fully emulates
all postMessages, including the “ping” postMessages. The MRA
also affected 11 websites integrating the brokering services. To
exploit CBS Corporation (CBS), we had to embed an additional
“proxy iframe” on the PoC website. We set the iframe’s unveri-
fied xdm_e query parameter to the PoC’s origin. The login popup
securely sends the token to the iframe’s callback. However, the
iframe uses postMessage to relay the token to the PoC website. It
sets the receiver origin to the polluted, unverified xdm_e param-
eter. To exploit Janrain by Akamai (Janrain), we had to set the
unverified xdReceiver query parameter, which is contained in the
URL starting the SSO, to the PoC’s origin. We proceeded similar
with the apikey and callback parameters of LoginRadius. GIGYA

by SAP (GIGYA) allowed us to append a malicious origin to the
trusted receiver’s origin via the URL’s user:pwd@host component
(i.e., sp.com@attacker.com).

Malicious Initiator Attack. Compared to the WRA and MRA,
we only found MIAs on 6 websites. These results are in line with
Steffens et al.’s [64] large-scale analyses of postMessage receivers.
They similarly showed that the majority of the initiator origin
checks are secure. Still, nytimes.com redirects its users once the SSO
flow terminates. Therefore, a postMessage containing the redirection
URL is sent to the receiver, which assigns it to its window.location
without verifying the initiator’s origin. In the PoC, we replaced the
honest redirection URL with a javascript:alert(1) URL to trigger
the XSS. Similarly, alibaba.com assigns a received token URL to
an iframe for establishing the user’s session. They did not validate
the initiator’s origin but checked whether the lower-cased URL
contains "javascript:". In the PoC, we replaced the honest token
URL with the attacker’s token URL (→ XSAS) or a java\nscript

:alert(1) URL (→ XSS) that bypasses the check. LoginRadius and
aparat.com both verify the initiator’s origin of the login response
using the indexOf() and includes() functions, respectively. We
deployed the PoC to a domain like trusted.com.attacker.com, which
effectively bypasses both methods. LoginRadius also features an
account linking process, thus, XSALs are feasible.

7.2 Security of SDKs

Distinct could not find issues with the SDKs’ InBCs techniques.
All SDKs properly implement the required security checks. We
expected this robust security level from SDKs, since Apple, Face-
book, and Google probably have the required know-how to imple-
ment InBC securely. Yet, FLg exhibited a major deficiency in one
of its security checks in the past [59]. It used the regular expres-
sion ^https:\/\/.*facebook.com\$ to whitelist initiators. However,
attackerfacebook.com is a valid initiator that bypasses this check.

8 RELATEDWORK

Textbook Single Sign-On Security. A large and growing body
of literature has investigated the security of web SSO in textbook
implementations [3, 5, 11, 16, 17, 34, 35, 36, 37, 39, 42, 45, 61, 68,
70, 71, 73, 75, 76] and specifications [13, 15, 25, 44, 53]. There is
also a considerable amount of literature on SSO in mobile applica-
tions [6, 60, 70, 72, 77]. The potential of SSO vulnerability scanners
performing automated security assessments of SSO implementa-
tions has been in the scope of [3, 37, 71, 73, 75, 76, 77]. Thereby,
threats like token and privacy leaks, XSAS (“session swapping”),
and XSAL have been gaining much attention. However, prior tools
and analyses of textbook SSO primarly inspected the HTTP traffic.
We show that they missed crucial SSO messages exchanged via
InBCs and prove the existence of new threats in dual-window SSO
by considering IdPs and, for the first time, SPs.

Dual-Window Single Sign-On Security. We identified prior
work that investigated SSO protocols involving iframes, popups,
and InBCs [12, 14, 19, 23, 71]. They are summarized in Table 1. We
discuss and compare them aspect-wise in the following.

(1) Technology and Usage. Hanna et al. [23] reverse engineered
the nowadays obsolete, proprietary SSO protocols Facebook Con-
nect (FBC) and Google Friend Connect (GFC). Wang et al. [71]

alibaba.com
aliexpress.com
latimes.com
coursera.org
ria.ru
seekingalpha.com
seekingalpha.com
digg.com
notion.so
alibaba.com
aliexpress.com
aparat.com
ozon.ru
vnexpress.net
technologyreview.com
latimes.com
aliexpress.com
alibaba.com
ria.ru
nytimes.com
alibaba.com
aparat.com
trusted.com.attacker.com
attackerfacebook.com
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examined FBC. Fett et al. [14] investigated BrowserID. This proto-
col was deprecated in 2016 due to a low adoption rate [31]. Later,
they proposed a new SSO scheme called SPRESSO [12]. Unfortu-
nately, it did not reach real-world adoption until today. Similar to
Guan et al. [19], we consider OAuth and OIDC, which are widely
deployed and in the scope of current SSO research [16, 22, 39, 54].

(2) Scope. Hanna et al. [23] and Guan et al. [19] studied post-
Message in SSO implementations of IdPs. Wang et al. [71] focused
on the IdP’s Flash-based InBC. Fett et al. [12, 14] formally examined
the underlying protocols that use postMessage. We are the first to
investigate SP implementations of dual-window SSO. Our results
show that SPs miss crucial security checks (cf. §7.1), whereas IdPs
protect themselves (cf. §7.2). We consider further InBC techniques
like Channel Messsaging, JS Navigate, and same-origin techniques.

(3) IFrame / Popup. The protocols and flows studied in [12, 14,
19, 23, 71] use iframes and popups. However, they deviate from the
state-of-the-art protocols and dual-window SSO flows described in
this paper. For instance, BrowserID [14] and SPRESSO [12] require
both, iframes and popups. In contrast, for OAuth and OIDC, only
popups (§3.1) or iframes (§3.2) are required. Guan et al. [19] depicts
the iframe flow without user interaction, which we describe in §3.2.
We are the first to introduce the iframe flow with user interaction
and both popup flows that are based on OAuth and OIDC.

(4) Threat Model. Fett et al. [12, 14] proposed an advanced web
attacker model, which, inter alia, considers new browser technolo-
gies. They used their model to analyze BrowserID and SPRESSO.
The “DangerNeighbor” threat [19, 20, 21] uses a strong attacker
model that presumes the attacker to have JavaScript execution on
the SP, for example, XSS. This assumption inherently breaks the
SOP and all SSO protocols relying on InBCs. Similar to Hanna et
al. [23] and Wang et al. [71], we used the standard web attacker
model [1] allowing us to exploit our findings in Guan et al.’s [19,
20, 21] threat model, but not vice versa.

(5) Analysis Methodology and Findings. Hanna et al. [23] manu-
ally analyzed and reverse engineered the source code of the pro-
prietary protocols FBC and GFC. They manually verified the ex-
ploitability of their findings, for instance, XSS, privacy leaks, and
identity theft. Wang et al. [71] manually discovered that FBC also
uses Adobe Flash for InBC and applied a tweak to send the secret
token to a malicious, cross-origin site. Guan et al. [19] manually
evaluated the real-world prevalence of postMessage in SSO. They
did not search for missed postMessage checks but uncovered iden-
tity theft and privacy leaks if the attacker has JavaScript execution
on the SP. Fett et al. [12, 14] carried out manual protocol analyses
of BrowserID and SPRESSO. They formally proved the security
and privacy of SPRESSO but found BrowserID to be vulnerable to
identity theft and token injection. We instead used Distinct for
automated security analyses of dual-window SSO implementations
and automated PoC generation.

PostMessage Security. Son et al. [63] showed that postMessage
receivers do not verify the initiator origin safely. Stock et al. [66]
identified that 26% of the Alexa top 500 sites receiving postMessages
did not verify their initiators. Steffens et al. [64] extended the ob-
servations and proposed an automated framework that systemati-
cally analyzes and exploits postMessage receivers at scale. Meiser et
al. [52] analyzed postMessage receivers to build an interconnected
graph of their trust relations. We, inter alia, study postMessage

receivers in SSO and discuss their impact on the user’s account
integrity that goes beyond DOM-XSS.

Barth et al. [4] secured the confidentiality of the postMessage
API. Stock et al. [66] showed that nearly half of their sites used
postMessage with a wildcard. Sudhodanan et al. [67] associated
postMessage with XS-Leaks, putting forth the observation that ini-
tiators may leak data. We connect these observations to SSO and
demonstrate that leaky postMessages enable serious identity thefts.

9 CONCLUSION

This paper presents the first empirical analysis of OAuth and OIDC
using dual-window SSO flows to identify threats that In-Browser
Communications impose. We shed light on dual-window SSO us-
ing iframes and popups, which discern them from standardized
textbook flows. Our landscape evaluation proves the prevalence of
dual-window SSO: 56% of the Tranco top 1k websites with SSO im-
plement dual-window flows, while 49% implement textbook flows.
Surprisingly, every second website with dual-window SSO did not
use secure SDKs, but implemented dual-window flows manually.

Root Causes. We could identify three primary security threats
in dual-window SSO, which affected 31% of the evaluated sites with
custom integrations. We responsibly reported all issues, and the
developers reacted thankfully, resolving them. We can trace back
all threats to two main causes regarding the unsafe use of InBCs.

(1) The InBC initiator does not enforce the message’s receiver
when sending the message. We have seen two cases: either the
initiator does not specify the receiver at all (using a wildcard →
§4.3 WRA) or the initiator simply reflects the receiver’s origin from
a previous message (→ §4.3 MRA). Interestingly, attackers can
abuse this flaw either on the IdP-side (→ §3.1 direct popup-flow)
or on the SP-side (→ §3.1 relayed popup-flow).

(2) The InBC receiver does not verify the message’s initiator
when receiving the message (→ §4.3 MIA). Although this case was
considered in web-security [4, 66, 67], we could still identify this
flaw as a severe threat for dual-window SSO.

Lessons Learned. The lessons learned from our investigation
can be summarized as follows:

(1) Developers implement custom dual-window flows but they
seem to overlook that SDKs implement dual-window flows securely.
If possible, we recommend the use of safe, same-origin InBC tech-
niques, like JS Direct Access and JS Storage.

(2) The SSO community should standardize dual-window flows
relying on InBC and clearly address the security threats described
in this paper. Recent attempts have been published in drafts [26, 30,
74], but we see none of them being actively worked on.
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